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We show the existence of a cylindrical measure on a Hilbert space for which no 
continuous norm is measurable. 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space, FD(H) be the family of all linite- 
dimensional subspaces of H, ,U be a cylindrical measure on H (which will be 
defined later) and p(a) be a continuous norm defined on H. p(a) is said to be 
p-measurable if for every E > 0, there exists G E FD(H) such that 
whenever FE FD(H) and F 1 G, where P, is the orthogonal projection of H 
onto F, N, = {x E H: p(x) < E} and FL is the orthogonal complement of F. 
Let E be the completion of H with respect to p(a) and i be the inclusion 
map of H into E. If p(a) is p-measurable, then the image of ,U under the map 
i, write i@), is countably additive, i.e., i(p) is extensible to a Radon 
probability measure on E, and also the converse is true (see [ 11). Notice that 
a finite Radon measure means a finite Bore1 measure with inner regularity 
[31- 
If p is of type 0 (see [3,4]), then there exists a p-measurable continuous 
norm defined on H [3]. 
Naturally, the following question arises [2]. 
For each cylindrical measure, does there exist a continuous norm which is 
measurable with respect o this cylindrical measure? 
In this short note, this problem will be solved negatively. 
Before getting in touch with the main subject, we shall recall the definition 
of cylindrical measure. Let X be a locally convex Hausdorff space over the 
field R, X’ its topological dual, (., .) be the natural pairing between X and 
X’ and S(X) be the Bore1 a-algebra of X. Let {r, ,..., r,) be a finite system of 
elements of X’. Then by S we denote the operator from X into R” mapping 
x E XI--+ ((x, rl),..., (x, <,)) E R”. A set Z c X is said to be a cylindrical set 
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if there are l1 ,..., <, E X’ and B E%(R”) such that Z=.?‘(B). Let gX 
denote the collection of all cylindrical sets of X. 
A map ,u from E” into [0, l] is called a cylindrical measure if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(1) ,4x>= 1; 
(2) Restrict ,B to the u-algebra of cylindrical sets which are generated by 
a fixed finite system in X’. Then each such restriction is countably additive. 
BY putting Pi,,..., &4 =Pu(~-‘w) each cylindrical measure p defines a 
family of Radon probability measures. Throughout this paper we shall use 
this expression ,ur, ,..., In. 
Now we shall construct a cylindrical measure ~1 on H, for which no 
continuous norm is p-measurable. 
I. CONSTRUCTION OFT 
Let 3 = k LI be an algebraic basis of H. Z is an uncountable index set. 
First we define some cylindrical measure on R’. The dual of R’ is the 
direct sum R(I), and the product topology on R’ coincides with the weak 
topology a(R’, R”‘). For each z E Z let 1, be the canonical Gauss measure y 
on R, i.e., A, = y = (fi)-’ exp(-x2/2) dx, where dx is the Lebesgue 
measure on R. For each finite subset J of Z let A, be the probability 0, EJ A, 
on RJ. Thus we have a cylindrical measure A on R’ (cf. [3]). 
Let H* be the algebraic dual of H. Then H* equipped with the weak 
topology o(H*, H) is isomorphic to R’ equipped with the product topology. 
Therefore, using the above considerations, we can define a cylindrical 
measure on H*, denote it by ,u. Also, we can consider every cylindrical 
measure on H* equipped with a(H*, H) to be the same thing as a cylindrical 
measure on H. Thus we have a cylindrical measure ,U on H. 
II. No CONTINUOUS NORM IS~MEASURABLE 
Proof. Suppose that there exists a p-measurable continuous norm p(s) 
defined on H. Let E be the completion of H with respect to p(.), i be the 
inclusion map of H into E and i* be the conjugate operator of i. Sincep(.) is 
p-measurable, the image of ,B under the map i, i.e., i@) is extensible to a 
Radon probability measure on E, denote it by i@). We can consider I to 
be a cylindrical measure on E’ * equipped with the weak topology 
o(E’ *, E’), where E’ * is the algebraic dual of E’, and also i(p) to be a 
Radon probability measure on E’ *. 
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Let Jd = kx1aE.4 be an algebraic basis of E’ satisfying that if i*(x,) = 
cJ=, Ujelj, where ecj E 3’ and aj # 0 forj = l,..., n, then CJ=, a,? = 1. Then, 
icU>x, =Pi*(xu) =Pu,,e,, * “’ * lUonex, = Y* (2.1) 
We denote (e, .) the natural pairing between H* and H, and also (., .) 
between E’* and E’. Since we can consider H to be a subspace of H*, we 
can define (x, y) for every x,y E H. Let us denote 1(x/I = dm for every 
x E H. We say that x is orthogonal to y if (x, y) = 0 and denote it by x 1 y. 
Thus we have the pre-Hilbert space d induced by H with the inner product 
(., .>. 
Let x, 1 ,..., xan E &’ be given and i*(xej) = qj for j= l,..., n. We have 
llqjll = 1 for all j = l,..., n. Let X, be the n-dimensional subspace of l? 
generated by the subset {ql,...,qnp,,qn} and X,-r be the (n-l)- 
dimensional subspace generated by {q, ,..., qnp ,}. We can take an 
orthonormal system (cl ,..., r,-, } of X,-r . Also we can uniquely express 
qn = s, + t, such that s, i X,_, and t, E X,- , . Clearly, the system 
{rlY*Y L I? %A~,llI is an orthonormal system of X,. Let d be the 
isomorphism from X, onto R” such that x = ar5, + ... + an-,&-, + 
a,s,/lIs,Il E X, w (a, ,..., a,) E R”. Each qj is a linear combination of finite 
elements of 3. Let {eLl,..., ezm} be all elements constructing qj for j = l,..., n. 
Obviously m > n. We denote Y, the m-dimensional subspace of H generated 
by {e,, ..., eLm). Let Xt be the orthogonal complement of X, with respect to 
Y,. Also, we can consider the spaces X, and Y,,, to be subspaces of H*. 
Let c, ,..., c, be positive real numbers, rc be the projection from H* onto 
Y, and yn be the canonical Gauss measure on R”. Notice that we identify y, 
and yn 0 4. By the definition of p and (2.1), we have 
P~,,...,,,({(u~~..., u,) E R”: -c,i< uj< Cjf0r.i: I,..., n}) 
=,u(((xE H*: I(~,q,~)l <cjforj= l,..., n}) 
= +)((x E Y,: 1(x, q,i)l < cj forj = l,..., n)) 
= rc@)((xE X,: 1(x, q,i)i ,< cjforj= l,..., n) +X,‘) 
=yJ(xEX,: l(~,q.~)l <~,~forj= l,..., n)). (2.2) 
Put Q = {x E X,: 1(x, qj)i < cj for j = l,..., n - l), Q’ = {x E X,: 1(x, qn)l < 
cn}, and Q” = {x E X,: 1(x, s”)l <c,}. Then we show the following ine- 
quality: 
Y,(Q n Q'> G r,<Q n Q"). (2.3) 
Let A, = (x E Q: (x, q,J < c, and (x, s,) > cn}, A, = {x E Q: (x, s, - r,> <c, 
and (x, s,) > c,} and A, = {x E Q: (x, q,) > c, and (x, s,) < c,}. Then A, 
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and A, are symmetric with respect to the sn/llsnil-axis of coordinates, and 
also A, and A, are symmetric with respect to the hyperplane {x E X,: 
(x, s,) = c,}. Next, define the sets B,, B, and B, as follows: 
B, = {x E Q: (x, qn) > -c, and (x, s,) < -c,}; 
B, = {x E Q: (x, S, - tn) > -c, and (x, s,) < -c,}; 
B, = {x E Q: (x, q,) < -c, and (x, s,) > -c,}. 
These sets have similar relations as A , , A, and A,. For each j = 1, 2, 3, Aj 
and Bj are symmetric with respect to the origin. Therefore, it is easy to check 
that 
Y,@,) = YJAJ = Y,@,) = yn(BJ G Y,@,) = Y,(BJ 
On the other hand, we have 
QnQ’=(QnQ’nQ”)U(QnQ’nCQ”) 
= <Q n Q’ n Q”) u (A ,\D~\EJ U P,\Dz\G 
where D, = {x E Q: (x, q,) < -c, and (x, SJ > c,}, D, = {x E Q: (x, q,) > c, 
and (x, s,) < -c,}, CQ” is the complement of Q” and E, and E* are y,-null 
sets satisfying that the sets (Q n Q’ f-l Q”), (AI\D1\cl) and (B,\D,\&,) are 
pairwise disjoint. Also, we have 
= (Q n Q’ n Q”) u (A~\&\Q) U (Bj\D,\d, 
where sj and F, are y,-null sets such that the sets (Q n Q’ n Q”), (A3\D2\c3) 
and (B3\D,\~4) are pairwise disjoint. Hence we conclude (2.3). 
In the same way as X,-i and q,, we can take the (n - 2).dimensional 
subspace X,-, generated by {ql,..., qnpz} and qnml =s,-, + t,-, such that 
s n-1 i X,-, and t,-, E Xnp2. Proceeding with this process, we have s,, 
s n- i ,... and s, . Therefore, the 
relation: 
Pql,...,q,wlY*‘~ 4 E 
= r,(Q n Q’) 
G Y,(Q n Q”) 
facts (2.2) and (2.3) infer the following 
=Yn~I({XEX,_l:I(X,qj)l~Cjforj=l ,..., n-l}) 
x r(l- ll%Ilr’ cn, IIsn/I-l %I> 
G!l! Y(~-llsjll~’ c.i, IIsjll-’ cjl)* (2.4) 
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Let 4 be the subset of ~8’ satisfying that for every element x E 4, i*(x) 
is a linear combination of j elements of 3’. Therefore ~8’ = Ujm=, 4 and 
-$ f7 -z$ = 0 if j # k. Since JY is uncountable, there exists a positive integer 
n such that A$ is uncountable. For any x E dn, we have i*(x) = 
41eq + .*a + a,e,” such that CJ= I UT = 1 and uj f 0 forj = l,..., n. 
Put f(x) = min r $ j( n 1 uj ]. Then f is defined on .z$ and f(x) > 0 for every 
x E *d,. Since cdn is uncountable, there exists a positive integer m such that 
the set {x E -&“:f(x) > m-‘} is uncountable. Let ,dn(rn) = {x E .is,: 
f(x) > m-7. 
Let K be a compact subset of E’ *. Then we have another compact set 
I? II> K such that 
where each c, is a positive real number. (Recall that J/ = {xajaEA .) If 
x, E ~$(m), then we define g(x,) = y( [-mc,, mc,]). Clearly, 0 < g(x) < 1 
for all x E I&. Since d,(m) is uncountable, there exists a positive integer 
I such that the set {x E .~$(m):g(x) < 1 -I-‘} is uncountable. Put 
d,(m, Z) = {x E dn(m): g(x) < 1 - I-‘}. For every x E L&n(m, I), i*(x) is a 
linear combination of n elements of 3. If i*(x) = are,, + ... + u,eln, then we 
denote h[x] = {eLl,..., e,“}. The set -Pp,(m, 1) is uncountable, then we have a 
sequence {x,~)~=,,~,,,, c .59,(m, I) satisfying that for each k, h[x, ] includes 
at least one element of (7’ which does not belong to the set Uj”:,rh[x,,]. In 
this case, if X,-, is the space generated by {i*(x,,),..., i*(x,,J} and 
i*(xcrk)=sk+fk such that sklXkp, and tkeXk-,, then ]]sk]]>mp’. 
Therefore. 
i@)((x E E’*: ](x, x,,)] < caiforj= 1, 2 ,..., k}) 
= Wx CL,,...,X~k({(~~~~~~~ uk) ERk:-caj< uj<c,,for.i= I,..., k}) 
= Pi*(x ,,),..,,i*(x,,,({(uI”..’ uk) E Rk: -Cai< uj< Caiforj= lv*.s k}) 
G fi Y(I-mc,p TYil) 
< (1 - lP’)k. (2.5) 
The last term (1 - Z-‘)k tends to zero as k -+ co. Let J be an arbitrary finite 
subset of A and n, be the projection x E E’ * w ((x, xj):j E J} E RJ. Since Z? 
is compact, we have K’ = 0, X; ‘(nJ(E)), and therefore 
m(R) = iqf i@)(nJ ‘(7rJ(Z))) 
= iyf 71J(i(j4))(7rJ(R)). 
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It follows from (2.5) that icu>(@ = 0. Hence I’@)(K) = 0. Thus, for every 
compact subset K c E’ *, i@)(K) = 0 and therefore I (E’ *) = 0. Hence we 
have the contradiction, and so we have the desired result. 1 
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